Evaluating the Hemodynamic Basis of Age-Related Central Blood Pressure Change Using Aortic Flow Triangulation.
Pulsatile blood pressure rises with age, especially in the aorta. The comparative role of forward and reflected pressure waves (FW and RW, respectively), determined by aortic flow triangulation has not previously been explored in a large clinical cohort. This study aimed to identify the role of FW and RW in the rise in aortic pulse pressure with age. For 879 outpatients, aortic pressure waveforms were generated using a validated generalized transfer function applied to radial pressure waves recorded using applanation tonometry. FW and RW were subsequently determined using aortic flow triangulation. Contributions of FW and RW to rise in aortic pulse pressure with age were determined using multivariate linear regression and product of coefficient mediation analysis, with adjustment for height, weight, heart rate, and mean arterial pressure. Comparisons were made by gender and before and after age 60. In subjects aged 60 and below, RW was an important contributor to pulsatile pressure elevation with age, but FW was non-contributory in either gender after multivariate correction. In subjects aged above 60, both FW and RW were significant and equal contributors in both genders. In a clinical setting, both FW and RW are important to pulsatile aortic blood pressure across the lifespan, but RW appears to have a more pronounced effect across all ages, whereas FW has less effect in younger persons.